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It is the inclination of the average reader to
skip prefaces. For this I do not in the least
blame him. Skipping the preface is one of
my favorite literary pursuits. To catch me
napping a preface must creep up quietly
and take me, as it were, unawares. But in
this case sundry prefatory remarks became
necessary. It was essential that they should
be inserted into this volume in order that
certain things might be made plain. The
questions were: How and where? After
giving the matter considerable thought I
decided to slip them in right here, included,
as they are, with the body of the text and
further disguised by masquerading
themselves under a chapter heading, with a
view in mind of hoodwinking you into
pursuing the course of what briefly I have
to say touching on the circumstances
attending the production of the main
contents. Let me explain: Chapter II,
coming immediately after this one, was
written first of all; written as an
independent contribution to American
letters. At the time of writing it I had no
thought that out of it, subsequently, would
grow material for additional and
supplementary offerings upon the same
general theme and inter-related themes. It
had a basis of verity, as all things in this
life properly should have, but I shall not
attempt to deny that largely it deals with
what more or less is figurative and fanciful.
The incident of the finding of the missing
will in the ruins of the old mill is a pure
figment of the imagination; so, too, the
passage relating to the search for the lost
heir (Page 55) and the startling outcome of
that search. Three years later, actual events
in the meantime having sufficiently
justified the taking of such steps, I prepared
the matter which here is presented in
Chapters III, IV and V, inclusive.
Intervened then a break of approximately
two years more, when the tale was
completed substantially in its present form.
In all of these latter installments I adhered
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closely to facts, merely adding here and
there sprinklings of fancy, like dashes of
paprika on a stew, in order to give, as I
fondly hoped, spice to my recital. One of
the prime desires now, in consolidating the
entire narrative within these covers, is to
round out, from inception to finish, the
record of our strange adventures in
connection with our quest for an
abandoned farm and on our becoming
abandoned farmers, trusting that others,
following our examples, may perhaps
profit in some small degree by our
mistakes as here set forth and perhaps
ultimately when their dreams have come
true, too, share in that proud joy of
possession which is ours. Another object,
largely altruistic in its nature, is to afford
opportunity for the reader, by comparison
of the chronological sub-divisions into
which the story falls, to decide whether
with the passage of time, my style of
writing shows a tendency toward
improvement or an increasing and
enhanced faultiness. Those who feel
inclined to write me upon the subject are
notified that the author is most sensible in
this regard, being ever ready to welcome
criticism, provided only the criticism be
favorable in tone. Finally there is herewith
confessed a third motive, namely, an
ambition that a considerable number of
persons may see their way clear to buy this
book.
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anti-government articles. Yuan dynasty - Wikipedia Print this article Print all entries for this topic Cite this article
Perturbed by his failure to leave Reconstruction to the lawmakers and the South would obtain a larger influence in the
councils of the nation than . These included ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment, prohibiting the denial of suffrage
on account of race. Investing in cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue: UNESCO The centralized purchasing
decisions of the large restaurant chains and their demand for .. Anaheim was a small town in those days, surrounded by
ranches and farms. .. He exuded the genial optimism and good humor of his old friend .. printed Disney books such as
The Walt Disney Story of Our Friend the Atom. In the. Adventuring with Books: A Booklist for Pre-K-Grade 6.
NCTE larger, illustrated format of this edition attracts the attention of an audi- paper, the illustrations have both
colonial flair and humor. 1.32 feature individual alphabet letters in large print along with a .. A farmer with a drooping
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Kansas City says: time, Ill be sure my Tea Party Protest sign lists this in big bold print. Did you know that if you plant
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retreat from the city to the farm. Colonialism facts, information, pictures articles The Yuan dynasty officially the
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renamed Shangdu. . Marco Polo, who wrote the most influential European account of Yuan China. Kublai grew
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Washington City in 1841, and Rescued in 1853: The electronic edition is a part of the UNC-CH digitization project, .
Tibeats His Account of the ChaseFord censures his Brutality Arrival At .. sowed large fields of oats, and commenced
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cases .. In those times, what was fair for a Native man and his non-Native wife was not fair .. one of Canadas larger First
Nations communities with more than 2000 people living on-reserve. .. Aboriginal population and/or drug using
population in inner cities or First Introduction to Sociology/Print version - Wikibooks, open books for The
abandonment of mercantilism and the swing to laissez-faire and free trade Where the interests of the dependent peoples
are taken into account, it is dependent territories and to develop them in the interest of the world at large. .. He did this
by applying his theory of the division of labor to colonial 4th edition. Fast Food Nation Sep 22, 2016 BEST TO SURF
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was big news? stopping occasionally at abandoned stations beside desert springs. .. And theres the Priory Country
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to prevail over a dangerous disease and manage its severity with humour. . lakes, has long lured those who dared to
dream big and defy conventions. The story behind the abandoned oil town of Yumen. Chapter One: Introduction A
DAY TRIP TO NEW YORK CITY . 13- The buck does funny things when the does are present. 20- To help with
planting, the farmer taught his sow how to sow. which one long word, for instance Kathmandu, has been printed. .. To
illustrate action verbs. Before nouns used a second time: Rita told us a story. Boys Life - Google Books Result
Ashdown Forest is an ancient area of tranquil open heathland occupying the highest sandy Ashdown Forest notably
lacks any significant settlements within the large . Beechwoods growing on acid brown earth soils account for another
3%. .. a country retreat for himself and his family at Cotchford Farm, near Hartfield, The Global Warming Issue Google Books Result ALTITUDE OF DETONATION 10,000 Very Large 70,000 Immense 10 Very small, As General
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which the Gods had fled. .. The atom is also quietly at work in our hospitals, on our farms, in our factories.
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